Reconstructing fluvial bar surfaces from compound cross-strata and the interpretation of bar accretion direction in large river deposits
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ABSTRACT

The interpretation of fluvial styles from the rock record is based for a significant part on the identification of different types of fluvial bars, characterized by the geometric relationship between structures indicative of palaeocurrent and surfaces interpreted as indicative of bar form and bar accretion direction. These surfaces of bar accretion are the boundaries of flood-related bar increment elements, which are typically less abundant in outcrops than what would be desirable, particularly in large river deposits in which each flood mobilizes large volumes of sediment, causing flood-increment boundary surfaces to be widely spaced. Cross-strata set boundaries, on the other hand, are abundant and indirectly reflect the process of unit bar accretion, inclined due to the combined effect of the unit bar surface inclination and the individual bedform climbing angle, in turn controlled by changes in flow structure caused by local bar-scale morphology. This work presents a new method to deduce the geometry of unit bar surfaces from measured pairs of cross-strata and cross-strata set boundaries. The method can be used in the absence of abundant flood-increment bounding surfaces; the study of real cases shows that, for both downstream and laterally accreting bars, the reconstructed planes are very similar to measured bar increment surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

The reconstruction of river bars from fluvial successions has major implications for channel-style interpretation, palaeohydraulic inferences, reservoir characterization, and reconstructions of tectonic and climatic evolution of sedimentary basins. Detailed interpretations of fluvial bars can be accessed through quantitative analysis of cross-strata cosets and cross-strata set bounding surface dip and dip orientation, considering the geometric relationships between bar
surfaces and their superimposed bedforms, and the interactions between bedforms and water flow.

Cosets, i.e. “sedimentary units made up of two or more sets, either of strata or of cross-strata” (McKee & Weir, 1953), are conspicuous elements in fluvial, estuarine and coastal deposits, recording the dynamics of bedform superposition forming bars (e.g. Jackson, 1975; Dalrymple, 1984; Best et al., 2003, 2007; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006, 2009; Dalrymple & Choi, 2007; Rodrigues et al., 2012, 2015; Reesink et al., 2014). In the fluvial rock record, cosets can usually be individualized through the recognition of compound cross-strata (sensu Allen, 1984; macroscale inclined strata set sensu Bridge, 1993), with inclined cross-strata showing similar size and shape, approximately constant internal surface orientation (cross-strata and cross-strata set bounding surfaces) and recognizable grain-size trends (often subtle; e.g. Allen, 1984).

In both modern and ancient deposits, cross-strata-dominated cosets locally pass laterally into a single cross-strata set presenting up to the same thickness of the related cosets, and have been ascribed to the record of unit bars with the local development of bar avalanche faces (e.g. Pryor & Amaral, 1971; Smith, 1972; Haszeldine, 1983a,b; Kirk, 1983; Wizevich, 1992, 1993; Chakraborty, 1999; Best et al., 2003, 2007; Bridge & Lunt, 2006; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006, 2009; Reesink & Bridge, 2007, 2009, 2011).

Unit bars are quasi-periodic or non-periodic simple bedforms characterized by relatively constant shapes during migration (e.g. Smith, 1978; Bridge, 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006), usually lobate geometries, lengths proportional to the flow width and heights comparable to bankfull depth (e.g. Reesink & Bridge, 2007, 2009, 2011). Unit bars have smaller bedforms (for example, dunes and ripples) superimposed on them and commonly are internally composed of compound cross-strata. Unit bars may stack to form compound bars, in such a way that individual events of compound bar accretion are recorded as unit bar deposits. Therefore, the actual depositional surfaces of growing or migrating bars represent surfaces of unit bars, including lobate simple mid-channel bars with superimposed dunes, individual scrolls in lateral-accretion point bars and various types of macroforms (sensu Jackson, 1975) composing compound bars.

Although cosets and related large-scale foresets can be readily ascribed to the migration of unit bars, often amalgamated in compound bars, none of the surfaces recorded within the cosets stacked in such successions are coincident with the local original bar surface. Individual set boundaries do not equal the unit bar surface at a point in time because they are formed by the migration of smaller superposed bedforms (commonly dunes) on unit bar surfaces. Set boundaries thus record partial erosion of each bedform stoss at varied depths by dune front scour migration.

With net vertical deposition, this process results in stoss-erosional cross-strata sets, formed by bedforms migrating down-current and progressively building up while covering the remaining deposits of the bedform at their front (stoss-erosional climbing bedforms, sensu Rubin & Hunter, 1982). In this way, bedforms superposed in unit bars climb one another while partially scouring the bedform at their front, forming cross-strata set bounding surfaces that do not parallel the actual bar surface, mostly due to the climbing component (Rubin & Hunter, 1982).

Interpreting fluvial bars from the sedimentary record

The rare preservation of bar surfaces brings difficulty in interpreting the scale of compound bars, and therefore one of the main diagnostic characteristics of large river systems, namely the thickness of compound bar deposits, is not observable directly. This work proposes a method for the reconstruction of unit bar surfaces from the abundant surfaces preserved within cross-strata-dominated cosets, revealing the importance of acquiring quantitative data derived from cross-strata set boundaries, with implications for the identification and interpretation of compound bar deposits. The use of stereographic projections, a common tool in structural geology (e.g. Phillips, 1971), is of great value in visualizing and interpreting the data, enabling the representation of dip direction and dip of several structures in the same diagram.

Relationships between palaeocurrent direction and the interpreted direction of bar accretion are important factors in the reconstruction of fluvial depositional systems from outcrop data (e.g. Allen, 1983; Miall, 1993, 1994, 1996; Bristow, 1996). Channel patterns themselves are interpreted considering, among other features, the preponderance of either downstream or lateral accretion (in relation to the palaeoflow direc-
tion) which are thought to be indicative, respectively, of braided or meandering channels (e.g. Long, 2006, 2011; Davies & Gibling, 2010; Colombera et al., 2013). Given the complex interactions between fluvial bars and water flow, bars often record simultaneous accretion to different directions (e.g. Bridge, 2003) and several accretion events with varied discharge potentially result in complex internal architectures. Therefore, quantitative estimations of lateral and downstream accretion elements in individual bars must be accessed for the interpretation of channel form (e.g. Best et al., 2003; Bridge & Lunt, 2006).

The most common method used to interpret the relationship between palaeocurrent and bar accretion direction from outcrop data is a comparison between measured cross-strata, which indicate palaeoflow, and surfaces considered explicitly or implicitly parallel to the local bar surface, such as those interpreted as boundaries between the deposits of flood events (e.g. Allen, 1983; Miall, 1985, 1988c, 1993, 1994, 1996; Long, 2006, 2011). The main problem with this approach is that bar accretion surfaces are relatively scarce and often difficult to measure, due to their irregular form and their tendency to be covered by intraclast-rich beds.

Cross-strata set boundaries, in turn, are abundant in outcrops, and their dip direction and dip angle partially depend on the local dip direction and dip angle of the bar surface. Direct measurement of cross-strata set boundaries does not indicate the bar surface orientation because they are formed by bedforms migrating on and scouring into the inclined bar surface (heretofore called ‘bar reference surface’), while preserving part of the deposits of previous bedforms (stoss-erosional climb, sensu Rubin & Hunter, 1982).

In fact, cross-strata boundary orientations result from the interaction of two components: the angle of climb in the palaeoflow direction and the bar reference surface orientation (Fig. 1; see Rubin & Hunter, 1982, for a discussion of similar situations in aeolian bedforms). The angle of climb can be considered as the arctangent of the ratio between two vectors: the net rate of vertical deposition of migrating dunes and the rate of horizontal translation of the same bedforms (Rubin & Hunter, 1982).

Climbing bedforms (as opposed to bedforms migrating on a stable surface shaped by the deepest scours, e.g. Paola & Borgman, 1991; Leclair & Bridge, 2001) are expected in a context of net deposition due to changes in flow condition caused by the bar morphology itself, affecting bedform migration rates. In this way, models considering the preservation of cross-strata sets resulting from varied scour depths during dune migration (e.g. Paola & Borgman, 1991; Leclair & Bridge, 2001) should not be directly applied to dunes migrating on the lee-side of bars. Reports of enhanced and complete preservation of dune forms in the lee of bars (Reesink et al., 2015) exemplify how extreme the effects of bar morphology on local flow and sediment transport dynamics can be.

In the common situation of stoss-erosional climbing dunes (climbing at an angle smaller than the bedform stoss angle, and therefore not preserving the complete bedform shape; e.g. Allen, 1984), the climbing angle is given by an erosional surface formed by the lowermost parts of migrating erosional troughs between two adjacent dunes that nevertheless leave (on average) part of the first dune deposits preserved. In straight crested dunes, the migration of erosional troughs tends to form planar surfaces, whereas sinuous-crested dunes tend to form trough erosional surfaces elongated in the flow direction.

Considering the advantages of using abundant and readily identifiable structures, such as cross-strata set boundaries, as indicators of depositional surfaces at bar scale, a new method is proposed here for interpreting original local surfaces of fluvial bars from measurements of individual cross-strata (i.e. preserved dune foresets) and their lower cross-strata set boundaries. Additionally, the implications of this approach to the interpretation of fluvial styles are explored and illustrated by examples in which bar surface recognition based on classical hierarchical criteria is misleading.

MEASURABLE SURFACES IN OUTCROPS OF FLUVIAL BAR DEPOSITS

Miall (1988a,b, 1991, 1996) proposed a hierarchical scheme of surfaces formed in fluvial deposits in which zero-order surfaces represent foreset strata, first-order to third-order surfaces bound cross-strata sets preserved within individual bars, and fourth-order surfaces bound individual bars. Bar surfaces (fourth-order surfaces) are only preserved intact in situations where no further erosion occurs, which is not commonly reported. Instead, most preserved bar surfaces
Fig. 1. Geometrical elements for the reconstruction of accretion surfaces from fluvial bars. Left column – schematic downstream accretion bar. Right column – schematic lateral-accretion bar. Top – Bars plan view. Middle – Longitudinal profiles showing superposed bedforms on the bar surface and details of the relationship between bedforms, angle of climb between bedforms, dune-bar intersection line and bar accretion reference surface. Bottom – Stereographic representation (equal angle, lower hemisphere) showing major elements used for reconstructing bar accretion reference surfaces.
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are thought to deviate from the original bar surface due to the scour of superimposed bedforms over time. The magnitude of this difference remains unconstrained.

As implied by the cross-cutting relationship criterion of surface hierarchy (Allen, 1983), surfaces measurable on outcrops are less abundant the higher their hierarchical order, including: small-scale depositional foresets (zero-order), surfaces of climb of individual dunes (first-order), reactivation surfaces bounding cosets of similar structures (second-order), reactivation surfaces due to periodic incremental growth of the bar (third-order), boundaries between individual bars (fourth-order, very often erosional and rarely preserving the bar form) and channel base surfaces (fifth-order; e.g. Miall, 1996).

According to established criteria (e.g. Miall, 1996, 2014; but see Bristow, 1996; Bridge, 1993, 2003, for alternative approaches and discussion), the surfaces that would better reflect the actual bar surface, and therefore are measured to relate palaeoflow and bar growth direction, are those ascribed to periodic accretion (third-order). However, water discharge variation associated with events of bar increment tends to cause erosion, and therefore third-order surfaces tend to truncate lower rank surfaces and may be covered by intraclast-rich beds.

The traditional approach of reconstructing bar forms from these third-order surfaces neglects the potential difference in orientation between these erosional surfaces and the depositional surface of the active bar. Additionally, in large river deposits, most average-sized outcrops reveal few or no preserved flood-increment reactivation surfaces, since each flood season may form hundreds of metres to several kilometres of fresh bar deposits in the downstream direction (e.g. Coleman, 1969; Ashworth et al., 2000).

In this way, typical downstream frequencies of reactivation surfaces in active large river bars are in the order of one each 45 to 100 m (Sambrook Smith et al., 2009, and Reesink et al., 2014, for the Paraná), reaching one each several hundred metres (Best et al., 2003, 2007, for the Jamuna). Therefore, in large river systems, the process-based and time-based hierarchical classification of surfaces and the identification and measurement of flood-increment surfaces in order to recognize fluvial styles brings practical issues, as discussed below.

Despite the common implicit assumption of simple surfaces of bar accretion, a whole range of water current induced bedforms is superposed upon them. Nevertheless, a theoretical reference surface can be drawn locally, linking the crests or troughs of adjacent bedforms (Fig. 1). Bedform crests tend to be oriented transversely to the local flow, but their position on an inclined reference surface causes their crest lines to plunge (Rubin & Hunter, 1982). The maximum dip of their foresets is consequently deflected away from the direction perpendicular to the creaseline, because the avalanche movement is in the foreset dip direction, which in this case does not necessarily coincide with the flow direction. The same applies to the stoss-erosional climbing surface between two superposed bedforms: its dip is not parallel to the direction of bedform migration, but deviated towards the inclination of the bar reference surface (Fig. 1).

Unfortunately, estimating the angle of climb of sand bedforms from their deposits is not straightforward, because cross-strata set boundary dips are not controlled only by the angle of climb but also by the local surface orientation of the host bedform. The angle of climb can be measured directly in the case of extreme preservation of dune forms (e.g. Ghienne et al., 2010; Reesink et al., 2015), but not in the common case of stoss-erosional climb. In the latter situation, one approach is to determine possible maximum values for the angle of climb which must be smaller than the angle of the climbed bedform stoss side. Then, based on the known values of stoss angles from modern bedforms, assumptions of the maximum possible angle of climb can be made. Data presented by Allen (1984) show the most frequent values for the ratio between bedform height and length ca 1 : 27, ranging from 1 : 100 to 1 : 9, and the stoss side is seldom inclined more steeply than 5° (e.g. Allen, 1984; Kostaschuk & Villard, 1996; Parsons et al., 2005).

In theory, the stoss angle, and consequently the maximum angle of dune climb forming regular stoss-erosional sets as opposed to supercritical sets (form-sets, sensu Imbrie & Buchanan, 1965), is dependent on dune form parameters and can reach up to 20° for small dunes. Although other parameters, such as grain size and flow stage, strongly control the height to length ratio of bedforms (thus controlling the stoss angle), the maximum height of dunes and ripples with respect to their length is nonlinearly dependent on the bedform size (van Rijn, 1984; Ashley, 1990).
A simple relationship is given by the following equation (Ashley, 1990):

\[ H_{\text{max}} = 1.6 \times L_{0.84} \]  

(1)

where \( H_{\text{max}} \) is maximum bedform height and \( L \) is bedform wavelength.

Therefore, smaller bedforms can potentially be proportionally taller than larger ones. Considering a conservative estimate for the lee (foreset) slope of 30° (e.g. Allen, 1984), the maximum possible angle of the bedform stoss side would be 12.5° for very small dunes with wavelength of 1 m and height of 0.16 m, and 4.7° for large dunes with wavelength of 146 m and height of 10.5 m (Fig. 2).

Considering the dominant case of stoss-erosional climb of dunes forming cross-strata sets with no preservation of the stoss side (not forming form-sets, sensu Imbrie & Buchanan, 1965), the angle of climb should be higher than zero (net deposition) and less than the maximum possible values presented above. Given the relationship between bedform size and maximum possible angle of stoss-erosional dune climb, it is useful to determine ranges of maximum values for ranges of preserved cross-strata thicknesses. Considering a situation of negligible vertical aggradation during bedform migration (with no net deposition and therefore a null angle of climb), Paola & Borgman (1991), Leclair & Bridge (2001) and Leclair (2011) showed that typically 30% of the dune height is expected to be preserved as cross-strata sets, due only to the effect of variable scour depths associated with bedform migration.

Adopting a conservative approach, the preservation of approximately one-third of the dune height as a cross-strata set can be considered as a minimum value (no net deposition; e.g. Paola & Borgman, 1991; Leclair & Bridge, 2001), with higher rates of vertical aggradation to bedform migration resulting in a larger proportion of the bedform being preserved as a cross-strata set (e.g. Jerolmack & Mohrig, 2005). Therefore, a cross-strata set with a given thickness would represent a smaller bedform in the case of net deposition. In this way, applying a conservative
approach, it is convenient to consider the possibility of quasi-critical climb, leading to the preservation of almost the entire bedform, and therefore a maximum angle of dune climb correspondent to a bedform with an original height equivalent to the preserved cross-strata set thickness. A very conservative maximum value would therefore be given by a quasi-critical climbing angle of very small dunes (less than 10 cm in height), estimated to be ca 20° (Fig. 2).

It must be stressed that such high angles of stoss-erosional dune climb are rare, with values of dune stoss angles of only a few degrees being much more common (e.g. Allen, 1984; Kostaschuk & Villard, 1996; Parsons et al., 2005). From a practical perspective, frequent small values of dune climbing angles require the highest possible precision when measuring dips of foresets and particularly set boundaries. Nevertheless, given the above discussed range of maximum angles of bedform climb (frequently between 16° and 20°), the error associated with measurements made with common geological compasses (ca 2°) does not invalidate the method.

RECONSTRUCTING BAR REFERENCE SURFACES

Bar forms can be complex and frequently the only parts of bar surfaces that can be reconstructed are those in which, for some period of time, depositional processes are dominant over erosional processes. At the outcrop scale, inclined cross-strata set bounding surfaces indirectly record the orientation of local (a few square metres to a few hundred square metres in area) depositional parts of the bar surface during episodes of bar accretion. That record is indirect since the orientation of inclined cross-strata bounding surfaces is not parallel to the local bar reference surface due to the effect of bedform climb (Fig. 1).

The assumption of a range of possible angles of climb for bedforms migrating on a bar surface enables the reconstruction of possible bar surfaces from measured cross-strata set boundaries. Because the intersection line between an individual dune foreset and the bar surface on the dune-trough is contained in the bar reference surface on which the dunes migrate, so is the line formed by the intersection between each dune foreset and the associated stoss-erosional climb surface between adjacent dunes. Therefore, the intersection line between the measured foreset plane and the measured cross-strata set bounding surface plane can be calculated, being the first element in the reconstruction of the local bar reference surface (Fig. 2). This assumption is based on the geometric attributes of superposed tabular bedforms. In the case of three-dimensional (3D) bedforms, the theoretical dune-bar intersection line can be obtained through average values of several measurements, the size of the required dataset being proportional to the bedform crestline sinuosity. This is how a first line contained in the bar reference surface is defined.

A second independent line contained in the bar reference surface can be deduced from the effect of the bar surface on the orientation of the measured cross-strata set boundary. The angle of climb in the flow direction ranges from less than 1° to no more than ca 12° (see above), only due to the rates of vertical and horizontal bedform migration. The effect of the local bar surface orientation is added to this angle (i.e. increasing the dip of the surface) to define the actual cross-strata set bounding plane.

Therefore, a range of values for the local bar surface apparent angle in the flow direction can be determined by considering possible angles of dune climb. This is done by adding possible values of bedform climb to the apparent angle of the cross-strata set boundary in the flow direction, considered perpendicular to the bedform crest. The bedform crest line is parallel to the intersection of the cross-strata and the set boundary plane (Rubin & Hunter, 1982). Each possible angle of bedform climb is then combined with the intersection line between the foreset and the cross-strata set boundary to define a possible local bar reference surface (Fig. 3).

These reconstructed reference surfaces tend to relate to measured set boundaries in different ways, depending on the difference between the dip direction of measured cross-strata and the dip direction of the measured set boundary. In the case of set boundaries that dip in approximately the same direction as the associated cross-strata, possible reconstructed bar surfaces tend to have this same direction, but with steeper dips downstream (Fig. 3). In this way, low angle and horizontal set boundaries may reflect downstream accretion elements, and not sandy bedform sheets (SB element of Miall, 1985).

Upstream dipping set boundaries, in turn, are related to low angle accretion surfaces, which
Fig. 3. Step-by-step representation of the proposed bar surface reconstruction method represented by stereographic projections (see text for explanation) using the OpenStereo software of Grohmann & Campanha (2010).
may originally dip downstream, upstream or laterally with respect to the flow. The reconstruction of bar reference surfaces leads to the most dramatic results where the measured cross-strata set boundary dip directions are at high angles to the measured cross-strata dip directions. In this case, the difference between the local reconstructed bar surface dip direction and the measured set boundary dip direction can reach several tens of degrees. In this situation, the reconstructed surface dip direction is highly dependent on the chosen angle of climb of individual bedforms (Fig. 3).

To better visualize this effect, it is useful both to plot the reconstructed surfaces maximum dip lines as lineations in the stereographic projection, and to evaluate the range of possible angles between the palaeocurrent direction and the reconstructed surface dip direction. Thus, possible local bar surface accretion directions with respect to the palaeocurrent can be evaluated (Fig. 4).

Individual bar surfaces (i.e. bar reference surfaces given by the envelope of superimposed dune crests) are expected to locally approximate to a plane, at the scale of a few dunes in the same trend, and to stay approximately constant at a given position during each accretion event, thus resulting in similar orientations of cross-strata set bounding surfaces in the same coset. Therefore, the reference surfaces calculated from each pair of cross-strata and cross-strata set boundary in a vertical stratigraphic log of a given coset (compound cross-strata, sensu Allen, 1984, or macroscale inclined strata set, sensu Bridge, 1993) should be similar, and thus the uncertainty in calculating the possible reference surfaces from each pair can be reduced. In this situation, the most likely surface for each pair is the one closest to the average of all surfaces in the coset calculated from climbing angles smaller than 5° (most common in nature, see above). Highlighting these most likely reference surfaces results in a better reconstruction of the probable direction of horizontal accretion. This can be done by representing it with a different symbol from the other possible surface symbols (Fig. 3).

Analysing a dataset obtained from different cross-strata sets of the same coset results in a better visualization of the bar accretion surface shape than what would be possible using scarce third order surfaces. These applications are discussed below, with the help of some examples.

### Method summary

The proposed method for the reconstruction of bar accretion surfaces is based on the measurement of cross-strata and related cross-strata set lower bounding surfaces. During the data collection phase, systematic measurement of the cross-strata and lower bounding surfaces of cross-strata sets in each coset should be undertaken in vertical stratigraphic logs. When working on outcrops, data acquisition is performed through systematic measurement of, ideally, one pair of cross-strata and a lower bounding surface for every cross-strata set, using a geological compass and, if possible, a digital clinometer to enhance dip angle resolution. On cores, where identification of cross-strata and cross-strata set boundaries is possible, measurements can be performed with the help of photographic images on which sine-curves can be fitted. In the same way, the analysis can be performed in exploration boreholes with the help of resistivity image profiling. After acquisition, the data are processed through the following steps (Fig. 3). The steps described below can be calculated with the help of a MatLab® (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) script written for this purpose (see Supporting information):

1. Calculate (either graphically on stereograms or numerically) the intersection line between the cross-strata plane and the related cross-strata set lower bounding surface plane (dune-bar intersection line). The operation is repeated for each pair of cross-strata and cross-strata set bounding surface from the same coset.

2. Calculate the vertical plane orthogonal to the vertical plane containing the intersection line determined in step 1. The former plane contains the palaeocurrent direction.

3. Calculate the maximum possible angle of dune climb in the palaeocurrent direction using the interpreted average height of the bedforms. For instance, considering a lee (foreset) slope of 30°, the maximum possible stoss side angle (critical angle of climb) would range from 12.5°, for very small dunes with wavelength of 1 m and height of 0.16 m, to 4.7° for very large dunes, with wavelength of 146 m and height of 10.5 m. The estimation of original bedform height depends on the adopted model of bedform preservation (see above). For a conservative approach, the possibility of quasi-critical bedform climb implies that the preserved cross-strata thickness is equal to the bedform height.
Fig. 4. Examples of unit bar depositional surfaces reconstruction compared with measured cross-strata representing unit bar avalanche foresets. Top: (A) Unit bar stereographic projection from the São Sebastião Formation (Early Cretaceous) Tucano Basin, north-eastern Brazil. (B) Unit bar stereographic projection from the Hawkesbury Sandstone (Triassic), south-eastern Australia. Yellow triangles – measured cross-strata representing unit bar avalanche foresets; small grey circles – calculated bar accretion reference surfaces; red circles – most coherent bar accretion reference surfaces (see text). Bottom: examples of the studied unit bar elements. Hammer for scale in (A) is 0.33 m long, person for scale in (B) is ca. 1.8 m tall.
Examples of bar surface reconstruction from ancient fluvial successions and interpretations for the data are presented below. The datasets analysed comprise geometrical information of four distinct fluvial successions, namely the Vryheid Formation in south-eastern Africa, the Hawkesbury Sandstone in Eastern Australia and the São Sebastião and Marizal Formations in north-eastern Brazil.

Compound cross-strata from unit bars: Examples from the Hawkesbury Sandstone (Australia) and the São Sebastião Formation (Brazil)

Compound cross-strata (e.g. Allen, 1984) or macroscale inclined strata sets (e.g. Bridge, 1993) are very common in the record of sandy bedload rivers, such as the Triassic Hawkesbury Sandstone in eastern Australia (e.g. Miall & Jones, 2003) and the Early Cretaceous São Sebastião Formation in north-eastern Brazil (e.g. Figueiredo, 2013). These superimposed cross-bed successions forming cosets are usually ascribed to migrating unit bars, and commonly are integral parts of compound bars (e.g. Bridge, 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; Reesink & Bridge, 2007, 2009, 2011).

These relatively large-scale bedforms may preserve high angle cross-bed set boundaries recording lateral transitions to and from large-scale avalanche cross-beds. The study of some examples of unit bars in fluvial deposits shows that the reference surface of dune migration reconstructed from compound cross-strata and set boundaries closely approximates the large-scale avalanche foresets, showing that the superposed small bedforms migrate on the lee-side of a mesoform that was close to the critical angle to start avalanching (Fig. 4).

Reconstruction of a lateral-accretion bar from the Ecca Group, South Africa

A fluvial sand body from the Permian coal-bearing Vryheid Formation of the Ecca Group in the northern Karoo Basin (e.g. Johnson et al., 1996; Catuneanu et al., 2003), provides a good example of how to reconstruct reference surfaces of lateral-accretion bars. The studied deposit is 3 to 4 m thick, and is comprised of coarse-grained sandstone, characterized by decimetre-scale thick cosets of trough cross-strata, separated by lateral-accretion surfaces, marked by inclined mud drapes or heterolithic inclined stratification. These lateral-accretion surfaces have orientations somewhat different from the set boundaries (Fig. 5).

Inclined mud drapes and heterolithic strata are expected to preserve original bar surfaces, being equivalent to the third-order surface of Miall (1985). Direct measurements of cross-strata set boundaries and associated cross-strata present dip directions tending towards the south-west, whereas mud drapes and hetero-
Fig. 5. Outcrop example of lateral-accretion bar from the Vryheid Formation (Permian), Ecca Group, Karoo Basin, South Africa, with stereographic projections of measured and calculated surfaces, and a rose diagram for calculated palaeocurrents from dunes. Lineations representing surface orientations: blue squares – measured cross-strata (from interpreted dunes); yellow triangles – measured cross-strata set boundaries; dark grey squares – flood-increment surfaces; small grey circles – calculated bar accretion reference surfaces; red circles – most coherent bar accretion reference surfaces (see text).
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lithic strata show a mean dip direction to the south (Fig. 5). An older surface locally dips to the SSW (more downstream), whereas a younger surface locally dips to the SSE at a higher angle to the palaeoflow (Fig. 5). Calculated palaeocurrents reveal more dispersion, with an average value to the WSW, whereas dip directions of cross-strata tend to converge to the south-west due to the inclination of the bar surface.

Nevertheless, when comparing the third-order surfaces to the calculated direction of palaeoflow, considered to be perpendicular to the calculated dune crestline (or average crestline in the case of sinuous-crested dunes) and not strictly parallel to the cross-strata dip direction (e.g. Rubin & Hunter, 1982), the nature of the lateral accretion becomes clear. The calculated reference surfaces are comparable to these third-order surfaces and, at least in the case of the second increment sand body, are very similar to its lower bounding (third-order) surface (Fig. 5). In addition, almost all of the calculated reference surfaces dip to the left of the average flow direction.

Considering these calculated planes as indicative of the bar surface shape, two important characteristics can be recognized: (i) accretion took place asymmetrically to the left of the average palaeoflow at moderate to high angles, as expected in a lateral-accretion bar; and (ii) the reference surface dip angles become smaller as the difference between their dip direction and the current direction increases. None of this can be deduced from the raw measured data. As predicted, the mud drape and heterolithic inclined strata orientations are consistent with the reconstructed bar surfaces (Fig. 5).

**Reconstructing bars from the Cretaceous Marizal Formation, Brazil**

A relatively homogeneous sandstone sheet within the Aptian Marizal Formation (e.g. Santos *et al.*, 2010; Santos & Reis, 2011; Freitas, 2014) in the Early Cretaceous Tucano Basin, north-eastern Brazil, is characterized by the abundance of compound cross-strata, i.e. metre-scale thick cosets composed of decimetre-scale thick planar and trough cross-stratified medium to coarse-grained sandstone. These cosets are stacked in 10 to 25 m thick successions bounded by nearly flat erosional surfaces which are laterally continuous for hundreds to thousands of metres. The cosets are locally laterally related to outsized foresets often presenting the same thickness as the coset; they are interpreted as unit bar deposits (see above) stacked in channel-belt successions bounded by channel base surfaces (e.g. Bristow, 1996; McLaurin & Steel, 2007).

Data obtained from the above described unit bar deposits provide dominant downstream accretion patterns (Fig. 6). No third-order surfaces could be measured, and therefore the interpretation of the accretion directions of each bar are not directly measurable. Measurements of cross-strata are consistent, pointing to a palaeoflow towards the SSE, whereas cross-strata set bounding surfaces show a wide dispersion around this direction. Reconstructed reference surfaces for each of seven measured unit bar elements indicate local variation in the accretion direction, with oblique accretion both to the left and to the right of the local flow, depending on which element is analysed (Fig. 6).

The proposed method to reconstruct the reference surfaces of fluvial bars from outcrop data is particularly useful in mapping architectural elements and interpreting bar accretion direction from large river deposits, in which flood-related bar increment surfaces (third-order) are widely spaced due to the large volume of sediment deposited at each flood. For instance, the above-described channel-belt successions from the Aptian Marizal Formation (north-eastern Brazil) show a complex hierarchy of bounding surfaces and a marked scarcity of surfaces attributable to flood increments, even on outcrops tens of metres high and several hundred metres long (Fig. 7).

An exceptional exposure of the Marizal Formation at the Fazenda Retiro region, near the town of Banzaê (north-eastern Brazil) shows
coarse and medium feldspatic sandstone, locally rich in scattered pebbles of varied composition (granitic rocks, low grade metamorphic rocks, vein quartz and minor acid volcanic rocks; e.g. Figueiredo et al., 2015), with abundant metre-scale inclined cosets composed of three to seven individual cross-strata sets with thicknesses ranging mostly from 10 to 50 cm (averaging 31.6 cm) and characterized by internal tabular cross-strata.
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Fig. 7. Fluvial bar deposits of the Marizal Formation (Aptian), Tucano Basin, north-eastern Brazil, in the Fazenda Retiro area, Banzaë-BA, showing laterally continuous surfaces separating the elements A to G used in the comparison of reconstructed bar accretion reference surfaces (Fig. 8) and interpreted compound bars (highlighted in yellowish and bluish colours) resulting from the analysis (see text).
Fig. 8. Stereographic projections of measured and calculated surfaces and rose diagram for calculated palaeocur-
rents from dunes for elements ‘A’ to ‘G’ of Fig. 7. Lineations representing surfaces orientations: blue squares – measured cross-strata (from interpreted dunes); green triangles – measured cross-strata set boundaries; small grey circles – calculated bar accretion reference surfaces; red circles – most coherent bar accretion reference surfaces (see text). The histogram summarises measured dips of cross-strata set bounding surfaces.
Two major surfaces are interpreted as channel bases, and five other surfaces are recognised, which could either bound unit bars inside compound bar elements or bound compound bar deposits (Fig. 8). The scarcity of third-order surfaces hinders the direct interpretation of bar accretion patterns, as well as the possible recognition of local abrupt changes in the accretion direction that could indicate superposition of distinct compound bars. One major implication of this issue is the difficulty in interpreting the scale of the compound bars, and therefore one of the main diagnostic characteristics of large river systems, namely the thickness of preserved bar forms, is not observable directly.

The application of the bar surface reconstruction method to the above-mentioned outcrop leads to the interpretation of the bar reference surfaces for each of the seven elements (interpreted unit bar deposits; labelled from ‘A’ to ‘G’) bounded by laterally continuous surfaces. Two main criteria were applied in the comparison between vertically stacked elements: (i) the orientation of the reconstructed bar reference surfaces; and (ii) the relationship between the calculated surfaces and the calculated average palaeocurrent for each interpreted unit bar deposit. Bar surface orientations are observable in stereograms, whereas the difference between the calculated palaeoflow direction and the dip direction for each calculated reference surface reveals the relative direction of bar accretion (Fig. 8).

Element A shows palaeocurrents similar to the average of the whole succession, towards the SSW, whereas calculated reference surfaces show a wide dispersion, revealing a clear tendency for a dominant oblique accretion to the left of the flow. An upstream component is also evident in the reconstructed reference surfaces for this interval. A marked change occurs at the base of element B which, despite showing similar palaeocurrents, is characterized by a symmetrical dispersion of calculated reference surfaces centred around the palaeoflow direction, suggesting downstream accretion (Fig. 8).

The base of element C marks another change in the accretion pattern, and also a change in the palaeocurrent direction (SSE), with most of the calculated reference surfaces dipping obliquely to the left of the average palaeoflow direction. Element D follows the same pattern as element C, with an average palaeoflow to the south indicating that these two elements probably are part of the same compound bar, locally characterized by oblique accretion to the left of the flow (Fig. 8).

Elements E, F and G are similar to one another and mark another change in the accretion pattern, with a palaeoflow to the south-west and the dominance of downstream accretion surfaces. Nevertheless, element E shows a component of downstream accretion, and element G shows a wider dispersion of calculated reference surfaces (Fig. 8).

Therefore, the information obtained through the method of reconstructing bar reference surfaces led to the interpreted relative accretion direction for each identified element bounded by laterally continuous surfaces, which would not be possible with the traditional approach, due to the absence of unequivocal third-order surfaces. In this way, alternating downstream (sand bodies B, E, F and G) and oblique (sand bodies A, C and D) accretion elements were recognized (Figs 7 and 8).

In addition, the comparison of the reconstructed surfaces for each element led to the identification of surfaces related to major changes in the accretion pattern and to the grouping of similar contiguous sand bodies, thus enabling the individualization of compound bar deposits: “forms that comprise more than one unit bar and evolve through several erosion and deposition events” (Sambrook Smith et al., 2006). Therefore, sand bodies C and D are probably part of the same compound bar element, as are sand bodies E, F and G (Figs 7 and 8). Another interesting aspect is that the two elements deposited directly on interpreted channel bases (A and E) show upstream accretion surfaces, which could be an indication of the initial stages of growth of compound bars, as observed by Ashworth et al. (2000) in an active system.

CONCLUSIONS

The interpretation of fluvial styles relies, among other features, on measurable surfaces indicative of bar accretion direction. Surfaces related to bar increments (for example, third-order) are often measured for this purpose, but their relative scarcity and inherent irregularity hampers the reconstruction of fluvial bar accretion patterns. This problem is amplified in the case of large river deposits, in which flood-related surfaces are widely spaced, bounding bar increment elements which can be several hundreds to thousands of metres long in the accretion direction.
The proposed method for reconstructing reference planes related to bar accretion surfaces from measured cross-strata and cross-strata set boundaries is based on two assumptions: (i) the intersection between planes representing foresets and the associated lower cross-strata set boundary is parallel to the trough and the crest of the migrating bedform, and thus is a line contained in the original bar surface; and (ii) the dip angle and dip direction of cross-strata set boundaries are the result of two components: the angle of climb between superposed bedforms in the palaeoflow direction (perpendicular to the bedform crestline) and a tilt component due to the local inclination of the bar surface.

Assuming a limited range of possible angles of climb in the flow direction, a second line contained in the bar accretion reference plane can be calculated, thus defining a plane representative of the local bar surface. The reconstruction of the reference planes for pairs of cross-strata and set boundaries leads to a better visualization of bar accretion surfaces than the scarce third-order surfaces, enabling the recognition of the true variation of their angles of dip at different directions with respect to the palaeoflow.

Cross-strata sets and cosets are bounded by easily identifiable surfaces and can readily be ascribed to river geomorphic elements such as ripples, dunes and unit bars. On the other hand, interpreting bounding surfaces of compound bar deposits is a difficult task, due to the abundance, in sandy successions dominated by stacked unit bar (coset) deposits, of similar coset bounding surfaces with no clear hierarchical attributes. In these cases, the reconstruction of bar surfaces for each coset in vertical logs is a straightforward method for the recognition of which stacked unit bars present similar accretion surfaces, and thus can be interpreted as part of the same discrete compound bar.

In this way, the reconstruction of bar surfaces is particularly useful in the mapping of architectural elements and interpretation of bar accretion direction in large river deposits, enabling the interpretation of channel styles and bar growth patterns from outcrops of these important and relatively poorly documented fluvial successions.
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